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INTRODUCTION
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From governments and business executives to
marketers and construction professionals –
everyone in the construction industry today is
talking about digitalisation. 

In times when BIG IDEAS such as the Internet of
Things, Industry 4.0, mixed reality or Building
Information Modelling (BIM) dictate what is to
become of the manufacturing industry, there is a
growing need for operating more rigorous digital
processes in the industry challenging everything 
we know.

As a manufacturer, you have already spent a
significant amount of your time making your
products better through innovation.

When it comes to manufacturing: technology brings
efficiency to your processes. It cuts down costs and
helps you sell more, no arguing there. But what about
the AUGMENTED product or the non-physical part of
your product?

So today, in the age of BIG DATA, we ask you: have you
noticed that the information you already have is BIG
ENOUGH?

      Have you started thinking about the efficiencies
you can achieve through optimising your DATA?

      Have you started thinking about turning YOUR
PRODUCT INFORMATION into a powerful asset
that can deliver benefits to your brand and the
bottom line? 

Prepare & Structure Control & Automate Ensure availability

• Test: Is your data
fit for purpose?

• Ensure interoper-  
ability & Localise

• Test: Are you the
source of your
information?

• Control and manage 
live data

• Test: Is your data
future-proof?

• Structure your data
using Product Data

Templates
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THE 6 STEPS
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Completing it would be the first part of a free
consultation you will receive as a courtesy for your
interest in this e-book. Please take the time to answer
the survey questions to the best of your knowledge. 

You will find links leading to the survey on each
page of this e-book.

To help you answer these questions the coBuilder
Digital Strategy team identified the practical actions to
help you power charge the data you ALREADY HAVE
for the best commercial benefit. 

This is the result: a 6-step action plan to help you
transform your product information into an irresistible
offer to your clients.

An essential element of any good marketing campaign
is never to approach anyone with your offer before 
first asking them what they need. This is why an
integral part of our e-book and our 6-step action plan
is the 0 step – our Data Heath Check Survey. Click the
link below.

NOW, LET’S START OUR DATA JOURNEY.

DATA HEALTH CHECK SURVEY

Understand & 
Personalise

Deliver quality 
services Market & Measure

• Test: What data do
your customers want?

• Provide on-demand
information

• Test: Is your data
where your

customers are?

• Deliver benefit
where it is needed

• Test: Are you a
preferred partner?

• Measure your
performance and 

become better
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At the heart of all BIG IDEAS lies one thing – digital
communication. Your product data needs to
become a traveller – roaming different worlds,
meeting different people and communicating with
everyone. That is why it needs a digital passport.
A STRUCTURED format that gives all the important
information in a way understood by everyone 
(even machines). 

We call this data passport a Product Data Sheet.
(Learn more about the PDS). It summarises ALL
THE INFORMATION about each construction
product, material or component according to
specific regulatory, market or client-specific
requirements that have been incorporated in a
template mechanism. What is more, it can also
feature attached images, documents and even 
3D objects.

In order to create a Product Data Sheet (PDS) 
you need to complete a Product Data Template
(What is a PDT?) Imagine the PDT as a
STRUCTURED ‘questionnaire’ for each construction
product type, setting groups of ‘properties’ e.g. 
U-value, fire rating, warranty, etc. that you can fill in
as values. A specialised BIM data platform such as
goBIM can help you do that easier. The biggest perk
the PDT-structure gives you is the opportunity to

complete/create the FULL DIGITAL PASSPORT OF
YOUR DATA without any effort, based on the
standards your products are described by and tested
against.

1 DATA HEALTH CHECK SURVEY

Prepare & Structure

In 2017 your clients need information at their fingertips. They want to search and filter data, to import, export,
add it to projects and compare it. They want information to travel seamlessly across different software
platforms. Today, when the BIG IDEAS about the future of making things are on the map, it is obvious that your
PDF brochures or even your online database can hardly fulfil the needs of your clients. So, how can you provide
your clients with irresistible structured data that is a better fit with these new developments?

YOUR PRODUCT’S DIGITAL PASSPORT

DID YOU KNOW?

coBuilder are providing the PDTs to the
Construction Products Association’s 
LEXiCON program to allow product
manufacturers to have standardised
terminology from product’s properties?
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Now that you have digitised your data and have set it
free from the analogue world, you want to start
thinking of how to transform it into a commercial
advantage. As counter-intuitive as it may be, the first
and probably the biggest benefit of the move to digital
data is experienced by YOU in-house. This benefit is
called Better Information Management or BIM.
Coincidence?

Having digitised your data through a BIM data
software such as goBIM, allows you to control and
manage your data in real time and in an integrated
manner. Integrated? Yes, this means that all systems
that use the data that you have created can be
automatically interlinked.

If you perform a single change – i.e. change the
information you have about the U-value of a window
in your PIM, this will be reflected in your digital
database in real time. As soon as the information is
updated in the system hosting your database (such
as goBIM), the change is also transferred to other
systems and databases connected via an API
mechanism. For instance, visitors of your website
can see the change immediately. (Learn more about
our automation API.)

CREDIBILITY is essential when you are selling a
product. The same applies to your data. The quality
of your data is first assessed on how up-to-date it
is. How can you be the most credible source of your
data if you don’t make sure that everything is the
latest and greatest? 

Also, think about your pull strategy – wouldn’t you
like your customers coming to YOU when they need
information? That is why, before welcoming your
customers to benefit from your irresistible data, you
have to make sure that you are IN CONTROL.

2 DATA HEALTH CHECK SURVEY

Control & Automate

HOW DOES THIS INFLUENCE 
THE BOTTOM LINE?
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3 Ensure availability

DATA HEALTH CHECK SURVEY

The third step to offering truly irresistible data to your clients is to ensure its availability within different use
contexts and languages. What do we mean by that? Well, your business is not the same in different countries,
is it? The same applies to your data.

In the age of GLOBALISATION, manufacturers are
more than ever required to provide the data within
specific contexts in order to stay competitive. 

Within the European Union, for example, the 
EU Commission has created procedures on how 
to test performance and define intended uses 
of construction products for example (via 
the Construction Product Regulation – CPR) 
and electrical equipment (via the Low Voltage
Directive – LVD). 

The attributes that manufacturers declare to meet
legislative frameworks such as the CPR and LVD
provides THE BASIS for most of the data required
by the supply chain within a project. Similarly, in the
US or New Zealand, Australia, etc. there are
different frameworks used to define how your
products are tested and what data has to be
declared.

So your product data needs to be structured
accordingly in relation to YOUR TARGET MARKETS
and the common technical language defined by
those markets. To make your life easier, product
data experts such as coBuilder research and
analyse these different contexts to help you
integrate the standard-based construction data in
your products’ digital passports or Data Sheets.

I AM CONTEXT. EUROPEAN CONTEXT

Why does your data need to be mapped to a
COMMON TECHNICAL LANGUAGE that anyone can
understand? Let’s visit an international construction
project. The sub-contractor based in the US has sent
you a request for skylights. The design team of the
project based in Norway however, has specified you
‘roof windows’, but they have used three different
terms in their documentation – “overlys”, “kupler” and
“takvinduer”. 

Are they all talking about the same thing? Imagine
how difficult it gets when the amount of data
increases and properties such as ‘thermal
transmittance’ get involved in the communication
game. Can your internal PM software handle all the
information queries?

To have not only people, but also systems
understand each other, manufacturers need to
operate using a common ‘digital language’ that will
put these differences aside and ensure smooth
sailing for their construction data. 

coBuilder’s tool for manufacturers goBIM uses
common unique identifiers to map different
definitions to their respective translations as well as
the meanings, relationships and classification data
they carry. This is how COMMUNICATION BECOMES
AN EASY JOB through the power of digital data.

LANGUAGE
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4 Understand & Personalise

DATA HEALTH CHECK SURVEY

The reason why everybody in the construction
industry is talking about BIM is that it is a system of
processes aimed at bringing efficiency throughout the
whole project life-cycle. But, let us clarify one thing
first. BIM does not refer to the model itself or to the
geometrical objects within the model – BIM is
essentially about the collaborative exchange of data
along all stages of construction.

The KEYWORD here, we must note, is “data” – data
that can refer to different types of information –
geometric, environmental, performance, O&M and
even resource allocation. The aim of BIM is to have
that all available to all actors and within a single digital
environment.

One of the main issues with the “I” in BIM is that the
type of information in BIM is different depending on
who you are. Some of your customers are specifiers
– have you asked them what kind of information 
they would need? Geometry? Environmental data?
Similarly, do you know what kind of information 
the purchasing manager needs from the 
contracting team?

The takeaway here is simple: living in
the age where data is truly BIG, you
have to consider toning your data
down and providing your clients
with JUST what they want JUST
IN TIME. Is that a successful
strategy? Try telling your clients
that through goBIM you can give
them the most up-to-date data
and just the bits of it that
concern them, and you will see
the result.

Additionally, the differences in the types of
information people need and that information’s
intended uses are also captured by the DIFFERENT
SOFTWARE they use. 

So going beyond the specifics of the data itself 
and to the bigger picture of collaboration, the ‘I’ 
in BIM is nothing without INTEROPERABILITY. 
That means the ability of your data to move in 
and out of the major platforms such as Revit 
and ARCHICAD without getting lost, distorted or
changed along the way. 

That means that in order to be truly irresistible your
data needs to be offered to your clients in common
digital data formats such as IFC and COBie, etc.
Through coBuilder’s tool goBIM, you can do exactly
that. Give them what they want in the format they
want it in. Neat!
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I need to provide 
safety information to workers

I need performance data

I need to know the warranty

https://goo.gl/yJcyd6


5 Deliver quality services

DATA HEALTH CHECK SURVEY

We have seen how by using BIM your digitised
product information becomes available to
construction supply chain members DURING 
THE ENTIRE LIFE CYCLE of each construction
project – from Inception up to Operation and
Decommissioning. Now, let’s focus on how this
opens the door to many more potential customers,
through the best possible distribution channel –
THE SOFTWARE THEY USE.

For instance, your data can be linked to Autodesk’s
Revit, which allows specifiers to browse through all
of it when specifying. In addition, your digital
products can be enriched by links leading directly
to your website for furthering your communication
with the client from the model to the real world.
Imagine the countless possibilities for e-commerce
and digital advertising that can be open to you
when the model that everybody uses becomes your
distribution channel!

Similarly, all the manufacturer’s data digitised
through goBIM is linked to ProductXchange –
coBuilder’s tool for contractors. Through
ProductXchange, contractors can collect the data
about the actual products being installed in a
building and easily produce an ‘as-built model’. The
as-built model being THE EXACT DIGITAL REPLICA
OF THE BUILT ASSET.

BIM DATA SOFTWARE 
AS DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

The information manager’s process for setting 
data requirements, collecting the data from
manufacturers, validating and exporting to as-built
models/COBie! 

Being able to provide the data for such models is
seen as a major benefit for contractors such as
SKANSKA, who have stated that they highly prefer
suppliers who can work together with them in
adapting to the requirements of the new BIM-
centered ways of working.

Through data digitalisation you EXTEND YOUR
PRODUCT-SERVICE OFFER to new frontiers that
enable you to sell more. That is why, providing data
services that can encompass all the stages of
construction you make your data truly irresistible.
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6 Market & Measure

DATA HEALTH CHECK SURVEY

This is indeed the HIDDEN GEM that product data
digitisation holds for sales and marketing experts. 
By having your data in a digital and interoperable
format, you gain opportunity to track your products’
performance in ways that were previously
unavailable. Unlike the use of PDFs, any use of digital
product data is properly tracked and reported as
analytics. If your BIM DATA PLATFORM supports it,
you will always be aware of who uses your products,
where, and how they are being used, giving you
invaluable marketing information and unveiling
opportunities.

By gathering analytics about the product data usage,
you will identify the exact projects using your data,
allowing you to prepare customised offers and
organise effective up-sale campaigns. You can be
aware which properties are being looked for by
specifiers and thus promote current products or get
ideas for the development of new ones.

Today more than ever, BIM IS A POWERFUL
BUZZWORD that rings a bell with any of your clients
that have not been living under a rock for the last
few years. 

Your products’ digitisation is in fact the crucial 
fuel powering the implementation of BIM, which 
by itself makes you a preferred partner and 
supplier. In the eyes of your clients, BIM is much
more than Building Information Modelling, it
translates to Better Information Management 
both in yours and their businesses, effectively
making your company a HIGHLY PROGRESSIVE
MANUFACTURER. You can use this to your benefit.
You SHOULD use this! 

Don’t be afraid to say it loudly a proudly: you are a
BIM MANUFACTURER, your products are
powerful and practical and your clients should
know that.
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HAVE A QUESTION?
CONTACT US TODAY

Nick Tune, CEO coBuilder UK

+44 747 194 73 46

nick.tune@cobuilder.com

cobuilder.co.uk

gobim.com

productxchange.co.uk

coBuilder is an international BIM software
company providing product data solutions
for the construction industry. Through
coBuilder‘s BIM tools construction product
data is digitised and made interoperable so
that supply chain members can share it in
different languages and in common data
formats.

ABOUT US
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